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Juan found himself 
overwhelmed with the 
difficulties presented to 
freelance artists by the 
virus situation, and felt 
unable to commit the time 
and care that he wanted 
to the project. Instead 
Emily created a portrait 
of Juan based on their 
conversations about chaos 
and calm. ‘Chaos / Calm’
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Thanks, I appreciate a lot of what you were saying, especially about inversion and 
chaos/calm. I took your image and incorporated my interpretation a little, and high-
lighted some of the words that you used that resonated with me. The line across the 
figures shirt kind of represents chaos. I read a book once on Chaos Theory, how even 
a smooth line is minutely chaotic and jagged at its most base, so felt like adding that. I 
attached a picture from the book I’m referencing too, and like thinking how even perfect 
looking things have a chaotic structure like that. I tried to make the window look chaotic 
with some virus imagery and swirls and organic life, and added shadows of the self on 
either side, like shadows of who we were, and will be after all of this is over. Right now 
we’re stuck in a weird limbo. Art is a reflection of self, and I think we might be drawing 
to represent both that order and chaos, so I thought of the paper on the desk as a kind 
of mirror. 

This question was generated before I started writing to you 
and I think the answer is that “the world was inverted” why? 
Normally my life is a bit chaotic, I am painting or generat-
ing projects, in meetings, in a tattoo study, or with different 
things, I was  really satisfied but I literally had no time for 
anything while everyone around me were normal or “calm”. 
Now life is reversed I am calm and the external world is in 
total chaos; But that feeling of uneasiness and calm makes 
me feel incomplete; I think my life needs a bit of chaos. Every 
day I look for something to do with the excuse of taking ad-
vantage of time and I keep doing tasks with the same pres-
sure as if I had 50 others when in reality it is only one. I think 
that in a way I got used to that chaos that I lived and I feel 
that at this moment there is no identity in the person that I am 
because something is missing from me and mentally I have a 
block that does not allow me to use this space to grow.
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Juan and Emily exchanged sketches and 
reflections on the chaos and frustrations of 
the pandemic situation. Juan eventually found 
himself unable to complete the project, and 
Emily responded to their conversation and the 
experience in a final work.


